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Airpower is the most responsive and, in many ways, the most useful form of military force yet developed. Increasingly, airpower demonstrates the capacity to dominate warfare, yet variations in its effectiveness show that air forces rarely achieve their material potential. The great success with which liberal democracies have employed air forces as instruments of power is most easily attributed to asymmetrical wealth, but this understanding misses the role democratic institutions and value systems play in the development and employment of airpower.

Western democracies have evolved a distinctive and dominant security institution, the national air force. Authoritarian regimes have only occasionally imitated such arms and then could not trust them. The interrelationship between democracy and effective...
Airpower has both current and future significance.

Airpower effectiveness clearly depends on training, equipment, organization, and strategy, but comparative studies of airpower tend to focus on just technical and material factors. Social, political, and organizational factors can also determine airpower's value as an instrument of power, either amplifying or attenuating its material potential. Scholarly studies of the sensitivity of military power to political culture tend to focus on armies—the arms of conquest prized by authoritarian states—so there is much to learn in this field, far more than one brief article can disclose.

Authoritarian states have repeatedly found airpower's utility as an instrument of the state limited by their political institutions, often gaining only a small return for their airpower investments. Some have even found their military treasure working against the interests of their regimes. Even technically adept authoritarian states demonstrate this tendency. The Soviet Union and Nazi Germany devoted considerable resources (largely in collaboration) to develop airpower in the 1930s. While they developed advanced air arms for the time, these governments also impaired these forces with doctrines that improved their adherence to the exclusive party in power but curbed their service to the state.

Recent wars provide further and clearer evidence of this trend.

Evidence from recent wars indicates that the sensitivity of airpower to political culture persists. The 1991 Gulf War exhibited a stark contrast between authoritarian and democratic air effectiveness, but material factors alone might have determined the outcome in this case. Regardless, the might and exquisite military competence of the coalition air operation overshadowed the effects of political
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culture on Iraqi air operations. A more appropriate case for illuminating how modern airpower operates in the hands of authoritarian leaders is the Iran-Iraq War, the longest conventional war of this century.6

Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Regime

When Teheran’s Islamic revolutionary government came to power, it quickly imposed political controls over the existing military elite. These controls particularly affected the Shah’s favored military arm, the air force. Until 1979 the Imperial Iranian Air Force, largely modeled after the US Air Force, had been a major force in the Middle East. It atrophied quickly after it was reorganized as the Islamic Iranian Air Force. Iran’s Western-trained airmen chafed under increasing restrictions and began defecting. Repression led to defection in a descending spiral; the most eminent defector was Iran’s president Bani-Sadr in June of 1981 in the company of a colonel of the Islamic Iranian Air Force. By 1982, over 180 pilots had defected, many with their aircraft. They reported that they were forced to fly without Identification-Friend-or-Foe (IFF) equipment, which resulted in 55 Iranian aircraft being lost to fratricide.7 Aircraft maintenance was poor, but political security measures took an even greater toll on Iranian air operations. A committee of three religious authorities was appointed to oversee air operations. Aircrew members were searched before each mission, crews were given the minimum fuel thought necessary for the assigned mission, and aircrew members, instead of being allowed to plan their missions, were issued flight plans just before takeoff.8

The measures Teheran imposed on its air forces continued to erode combat effectiveness throughout the war. Iranian air efforts peaked in the first few weeks of the war and declined steadily thereafter. The isolation of Iran’s Islamic revolutionary regime and the difficulties it experienced in obtaining replacement parts and equipment was one factor in this decline, but not the only one. Iraq also suffered from withdrawal of aid. The Soviet Union embargoed military shipments to

Iraq soon after the war began, although it quietly resumed them in 1982.9 The extreme hostility of the Khomeini regime to the most industrialized states—the major arms suppliers—isolated Iran and significantly complicated its war effort. But suspicion and tension between Iran’s political elite and its air force proved the most corrosive influence on Iranian airpower. Teheran continued to impose restrictions on its available airpower as the Iran-Iraq War progressed. In the final months of the war, Baghdad reported daily sorties in the hundreds, while Teheran’s war bulletins reported only a handful (and magnified the media signature of the few daily sorties by broadcasting the times they had been over their targets).10 Finally, in the ultimate demonstration of its mistrust, Teheran founded a rival air force within its Islamic parallel armed force, the fundamentalist Revolutionary Guards (Pasداران).11

Iraq’s Baathist Regime

The near-complete failure of the Iraqi air force in 1991 has lured many commentators to conclude inaccurately that this was an impotent force.12 In actuality, during the eight-year course of the Iran-Iraq War, the Iraqi air force developed into a regionally dominant threat.13 Still, despite investing in the materials of air strength, Baghdad harvested only part of the potential gains available to it even when fighting Teheran—largely for non-material reasons.

Social, political, and organizational factors can also determine airpower’s value as an instrument of power, either amplifying or attenuating its material potential.
Militarized states tend to design their armed forces not for war fighting but for coup prevention. The autonomous operating characteristics and concentration of lethal power inherent in air forces have been key to the outcomes of coups in Guatemala (1954), Chile (1972), and the Philippines (1989). Iraq’s Baathist regime had historical reasons to fear the military—and the air force in particular. The Iraqi air force had been instrumental in several regime changes, including the 1936 coup and the 1958 republican revolution. The Baath party launched its first coup in February 1963 by capturing and executing the commander of the Iraqi air force. That government, which brought Saddam Hussein his first position of power, lasted eight months. In November 1963, the military revolted from the Baath party, securing its coup with an air force attack on the Baghdad headquarters of the Baath National Guard. The Baath party returned to power in 1968 in yet another military coup led by Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr and secured by a purge of the military orchestrated by his chief of security, Saddam Hussein.

Saddam Hussein pushed President Bakr aside in 1979. Within a week of assuming power, he claimed to have discovered a “conspiracy” among the military and then executed the accused before a month had passed. Saddam Hussein purged all of the armed services but devoted particular attention to the Iraqi air force. Membership in the Baath party became a prerequisite for attendance at the Iraqi Air Force Academy. Saddam Hussein further tightened his control by moving the academy to his hometown of Tikrit.

When Iraq began its war against Iran in September 1980, it copied Israel’s 1967 strategy—attacking all of the important Iranian air bases on the first day—even though Iran had followed the lead of NATO states by constructing hardened aircraft shelters in the 1970s. Iran responded with a similar one-pulse attack on Iraq’s air bases. Yet neither state persisted in its efforts to eliminate or even significantly contain the opposing air force after the opening days. Westerners might characterize this omission as risk avoidance or a strategic oversight, but it accorded with each regime’s priority on internal control. Saddam Hussein’s declaration that he would disregard Western analysts’ criticisms of his use of airpower corresponded to his strategic overconfidence.

Once the Iran-Iraq War began, Iraqi air commanders were punished for aircraft losses regardless of damage inflicted on the enemy. Optimistic reporting was rewarded and unfavorable yet accurate reporting punished. The regime acted against its own interests when it attempted to gain better results by committing the Iraqi air force to battle piecemeal, which increased its losses and reduced its accomplishments.

Despite these impositions on its employment, the Iraqi air force, exposed for eight years to the pitiless realities of combat, became one of the most technically experienced combat forces in the world in the 1980s. It steadily acquired new equipment, and its pilots accumulated combat practice in advanced techniques such as aerial refueling and the use of precision-guided munitions. But with each advance in its capabilities, the Iraqi air force posed a greater threat to the Baathist regime.

The assessment that “this is a war Iraq can not win and Iran can not lose” had become a cliché by 1988, when Iraq launched a series of offensives and the course of the war changed dramatically. Iraq successfully exploited three crucial differentials to stave off defeat for seven years and eventually exhaust the Khomeini regime. First, Iraq possessed a network of roads and railroads paralleling the border—what Jomini termed interior lines. These lines of communication allowed Saddam Hussein to move reinforcements to limit or reverse any Iranian attack. Second, Iraq expanded its air force and employed it to buy time while reinforcements moved when necessary. Third, and most important, Iraq benefited from generous loans and terms of credit provided by Eastern as well as Western sources. This allowed Iraq to invest in modern military technology. Not surprisingly, the tools of modern airpower were a top priority. However, Iraq’s repression of its air
force and its concentration on ground defensive operations until 1988 had the effect of curbing the potential of its abundant military hardware.

Although Iraqi airpower may not have been fully exploited to gain victory, it at least prevented defeat by playing an indispensable role in containing Iranian offensives and preventing breakouts from 1981 through 1988. Iraq's air effort in this first Gulf War dwarfed that of the coalition in the 1991 Gulf War (400,000 sorties versus 110,000). By 1988, the Iraqi air force probably had more resident combat experience than all of the remaining air forces in the world combined. But Iraq's Baathist elite carefully controlled this most potent instrument of external power, unable to assume it would remain loyal. In summation, while the Iraqi air force was sufficiently well employed to stave off defeat at the hands of an impoverished Iranian army, the penalties imposed by the restrictions it suffered under were made clear when it faced coalition air forces in 1991.

**The Contest between Security and Airpower**

The particular philosophies and goals of authoritarian states can be as different as North Korean juche and fascism, but states that are systemically opposed to liberal democracy often share many common features. Chief among these are concentration of power in a single "political party," some form of national mobilization, and security measures designed to eliminate opposition. Influenced largely by "fascism, Nazism and Stalinism," Iraqi Baathism illustrates the contemporary "state of the art" other authoritarian regimes and future successors can aspire to.

Few if any states have erected information control mechanisms to rival those installed following Iraq's Baathist revolution of 1968. Under Baath party leadership, the military and the interior ministry developed as many as eight separate but interlocking security services to monitor the population as a whole and report on the others. The single sanction for disloyalty and, by some accounts, accusations of disloyalty, was (and presumably remains) death. A central aim of all of these efforts was to increase the security of the regime by politicizing Iraq's armed forces.

As the rest of the world was entering the "information age," Iraq developed pervasive measures to control information (which eventually had debilitating effects on the Iraqi military in the 1991 Gulf War). Telephones, radio receivers, copiers, computers, and typewriters had to be registered with the state. Cameras could be purchased, but photography was prohibited without written permission from the interior ministry. Foreign publications were prohibited; Baghdad's five newspapers were all government organs, as were its broadcasting stations. Weather forecasts were state secrets; even current weather reports were forbidden to be published or broadcast throughout the course of the Iran-Iraq War because of their possible value to Iranian military planners.

Iraqi officials echoed Iranian practices in the Iran-Iraq War by providing aircrews with their flight plans at the last minute and forbidding mission debriefings. The regime also deemed it better to forgo the potential synergy available from coordinating air and land operations rather than risk collaboration, so the Iraqi army and air force were prohibited from coordinating their efforts. This prohibition dangerously slowed the collective reaction to Iran's summer 1986 Karbala offensive, which penetrated so far into Iraq that it temporarily closed the Baghdad-Basrah highway.

Iraqi airpower contributed anemically to the battlefield, but achieved eye-catching strategic successes against Iran. Long-range attacks on pinpoint targets such as the Neka power plant on the Caspian Sea coast, Larak Island in the Straits of Hormuz, the Bushehr nuclear plant, and satellite communications stations near Hamadan demonstrated the increasing skill and technical sophistication of the Iraqi air force from 1986 on. Yet Iraqi air operations continued to follow the same impractical pattern that plagued Iraq's original air effort of September 1980. Iraq certainly...
had the military potential to gain the advantages it accrued by August 1988 at a faster rate. The tempo of effort may have been slowed by limiting the role of airmen in air planning; it most certainly was affected by basing the most effective aircraft far from the militarily optimum site—Iraq's geographic and technical center of Baghdad. While it impaired internal air force communications and technical interchanges, the positioning of Iraq's most potent combat aircraft at outlying bases reduced the risks of their use against the regime. Iraqi air forces also rarely flew in large formations (and when large formations flew together they were un armed) to eliminate the risk of a large force contributing to a coup. This spilled over into the Gulf War of 1991, eliminating Iraq's most worrisome offensive option. All these factors confirm the appraisal offered by Anthony Cordesman that the Iraqi air force was "organized and deployed to prevent its use in a coup." That is, it was fragmented and enmeshed in security procedures that limited its contributions to the war effort.

Airpower and Values

Elaborate security measures like those imposed by Iran and Iraq have clear costs, yet these two ideologically opposed ruling elites each deemed them necessary to the regime's safety. Shifting military priorities from war-fighting effectiveness to internal stability can have debilitating effects.

As these recent examples demonstrate, state value systems may bound modern military capabilities. Rigid command and direction tend to marginalize air forces as instruments of war; each advance in capability that might compensate for inefficient organization makes a repressive state's air force more threatening to the regime it was intended to serve. The values and doctrines required to fully develop and harness the potential of modern air power clash with those values and mechanisms of state control favored by unpopular or repressive regimes, as the remainder of this article explains.

The security measures imposed on the Iraqi and Iranian air forces by their respective governments attenuated the potential of these forces to a degree that would be viewed as intolerable by the people and the military professionals sworn to protect the people in contemporary Western states. The luxury of concord in public discourse enjoyed by authoritarian regimes comes at an immense price in accurate knowledge and the feedback necessary to tune government operations. Politicized armed forces, compelled to filter and misreport information, lose effectiveness as instruments of the state. The results of manipulation continue in operation, gaining layers of effects. Natural errors may be statistically distributed and self-canceling in open systems, but imposed biases block such self-regulation. All the armed forces of authoritarian states are clearly affected as military instruments by information distortion, restriction of dialogue, and lack of access to objective sources of feedback. These factors impede air forces disproportionately.

The losses that authoritarian regimes sustain by imposing excessive security measures on their armed forces are proportional to the military possibilities they curtail. Air forces can attack opposing navies, air forces, or armies with great immediacy and effectiveness. They can also attack national war-sustaining means and may destroy or incapacitate specific strategic functions such as internal communications or transportation. The array of airpower's immediate possibilities magnifies the opportunity costs of misapplication and accentuates the importance of air strategy.

In both Iran and Iraq, air strategies appear to have been devised by ruling elites who forbade or dismissed the advice of experienced airmen. It is impossible to say if Iran's religious authorities who oversaw air operations had any understanding of the potential of airpower, but the measures they imposed indicate ignorance of, if not hostility to, the resources at their disposal. Flying then-irreplaceable aircraft without operating IFF equipment subjected Iranian airmen to continuous attack from both Iraqi and Iranian forces. Operating aircraft supplied with
only a minimum of fuel—with no reserve for the vagaries of weather, maneuvering, enemy action, or disorientation—guaranteed needless losses of irreplaceable assets. Likewise, Baghdad’s tenuous application of its air force may have stretched out the Iran-Iraq War needlessly. And the awkward locations of Iraq’s air bases and Baghdad’s restrictions on joint army-air force planning certainly cost soldiers their lives and metered results. Professional airmen in both nations must have understood many of these errors but lacked avenues to communicate even basic professional advice to those in authority.

The understanding required to develop and effectively employ military aviation is technical more than political. However, professional airmen tend to be cosmopolitan, exposed to Western education, and accustomed to thinking rigorously—at least about matters affecting their survival. Iranian airmen were trained in the United States until 1979, while Iraqi airmen traced their traditions to Britain’s Royal Air Force and were trained in several European locations in the 1980s. Authoritarian or xenophobic governments may classify airmen as a potentially threatening group. As Richard Halvion observed, “While Saddam Hussein could rely on like-thinking unsophisticates from his home town of Tikrit to run his army, finding equally doctrinaire individuals who could also fly an airplane was a far more difficult task.”

Distorted information can be a death sentence on any sortie. An accurate and thorough preflight briefing arms airmen to minimize risks; affords them the ability to adapt to unforeseen circumstances, and helps them to work together when flying in formation. But to an air force as a body, debriefings are even more important. Debriefings permit organizations to accumulate knowledge, to cease making errors when they are first discerned, to acquire the skills that can benefit the whole force, and to hone military capabilities. Debriefings also begin the process of feedback to national decision makers. Regimes that restrict constructive internal communications inadvertently sacrifice external military security.

“While Saddam Hussein could rely on like-thinking unsophisticates from his home town of Tikrit to run his army, finding equally doctrinaire individuals who could also fly an airplane was a far more difficult task.”

The airman’s appetite for pertinent information is specific but voracious in those particular areas of professional need; the air planner’s needs are synoptic. Accurate reporting is important to any military branch; to the airman it is a personal priority. Information distribution is a predictable source of tension between the power elites and the airmen of centrist states. Societies ruled by tight control of information cannot tolerate individual access to information, free media, or free speech. This creates a natural tension with the survival values and information requirements of aviators.

All types of forces benefit from societies that permit free speech, free competition, and free markets, but air forces exploit these freedoms in unique ways. Unlike soldiers and sailors, aircrews possess the potential to attack any target within an immense radius each time they fly. This power is concentrated in individuals and small crews. Army forces capable of significant action consist of hundreds or thousands of individuals, none of whom can radically depart from authoritative norms. Similarly, naval vessels are crewed by large numbers, and—while a “Red October” mutiny is theoretically possible—no ship (much less a fleet) is likely to be used to displace a government. Centrally controlled regimes typically compensate for this concentration of power in individual combatants by selecting and advancing airmen based on their political reliability rather than their military competence, but this further reduces
the utility of the air forces they acquire. For example, if the primary criterion for entering an air arm is red hair, those with the reddest hair would be the top candidates, and there would be a cutoff at some degree of redness—regardless of whether hair color indicates skill or fitness to serve. Even with such selection practices, unpopular or insecure elites cannot afford to trust that their airmen are free of infection from Western ideas.

Western air forces gain advantages stemming from information sharing, the unbiased competition of ideas, scientific objectivity in systems development and testing, and individual initiative. These advantages are likely to remain unchallenged by states that depend for their security on information control and manipulation. The progressive expectation that knowledge accumulates to the benefit of the many is similarly unlikely to benefit repressive regimes. But perhaps the most effective value differential curbing hostile use of airpower is that Western forces are assumed to serve society, not the ruling elite.

**Influences of Political Culture on Airpower Doctrine and Strategy**

Iran and Iraq used their air forces as terror weapons and aped Adolf Hitler in applying missiles to the same job. The use of air forces for terror was available from the first. It began with German zeppelin attacks on London and other British cities early in World War I. Britain's strategy in response was penned by Winston Churchill in a series of memoranda of September 1914. In essence, he proposed gaining exclusive control of the air. After outlining an array of military measures to defend Britain from air attack, Churchill suggested a way of making lasting gains: "After all, the great defence against aerial menace is to attack the enemy's aircrafter as near as possible to their point of departure."46

Politically, the priority of gaining control of the air accords with the value that democratic governments assign to the population as their source of power and their responsibility to safeguard. Strategically, gaining control of the air has proven essential in every campaign of World War II and every interstate war since. The method of gaining lasting advantage in air operations—destroying the enemy air force, preferably on the ground—seems from the evidence of the 1991 Gulf War to be increasingly important. This lesson has not been missed in Russia, which began its suppression of the Chechen rebellion by destroying the two hundred aircraft available to the rebels (who were led by the former bomber pilot Dzokhar Dudayev) in the first day of operations.

Such a promising strategy is unlikely to be ignored by repressive states, but the Iran-Iraq War experience reveals some institutional impediments faced by authoritarian regimes in attempting to gain an air advantage. Instead of attempting to gain air ascendancy, Iran and Iraq continued to attack politically symbolic targets throughout their war. The simplest explanation of this behavior, proposed by a number of analysts, is that neither Baghdad nor Teheran was willing to risk its most flexible offensive tool merely to shield its people.47 Instead, these centrist regimes strove to maintain control of the offensive potential of airpower, metering air operations to prevent coup attempts and preserving it in case it might be needed to repress internal foes.

One more political differential stems from the varied purposes states assign to their air forces. Instead of designing their air forces to protect their people and disarm aggressors, authoritarian regimes tend to see airpower as an adjunct to their arm of conquest. In terms of military art, Western states employ air forces as coequals to armies and navies in a "joint" scheme, while air forces designed to serve armies fit a "combined arms" scheme. Several commentators have noted how Iraq followed the combined arms model.48 In another interesting parallel, in World War II Allied forces employing a joint operations model gained air superiority and then complete ascendancy over the Axis powers, who generally followed the combined arms
This was true in every theater save one—the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany both employed their forces under a combined arms model on the eastern front of the European theater in World War II. It is no accident that this was by far the bloodiest front in the war.

Airpower’s Utility

As observers in many nations have noted since the Gulf War, airpower is increasingly likely to establish the outcome of interstate war. It is a more responsive, potent, and flexible form of military power than any that preceded it. This characterization stems from the speed, maneuverability, and range of aircraft (giving them access to whatever an enemy holds most dear, or, as a corollary, everything an enemy values). The consequent capability of air forces to attack any of an enemy state’s instruments of national power provides decision makers a valued array of choices.

Liberal democracies have taken extraordinary measures to minimize casualties in war yet retain military capability commensurate with their commitments. Airpower has allowed the United States in particular to not only resolve this dilemma but to acquire a potential “military edge over conventional opponents comparable to that exercised in 1898 by the soldiers of Lord Kitchener over the sword-wielding dervishes of the Sudan.” Other democracies share the same values if not identical wealth and technical achievements. As long as memory of the 1991 Gulf Air campaign is widespread, citizens of democratic states will expect their governments in the event of war to use the full potential of their air forces to minimize costs and risks. Those citizen members might also judge the wisdom of their governments based on the soundness and foresight of their defense decisions.

Air forces provide democracies with easily shared tools befitting their common values. The evidence indicates that democracies rarely fight democracies and, as the Gulf War demonstrated, can find common cause in opposing aggressive actors. One of the least noticed yet most important changes in warfare wrought by airpower is its extraordinary streamlining of multinational operations. In the 1991 Gulf War, air forces of a dozen nations following a common air tasking order operated seamlessly. The challenge that coalitions have wrestled with since Wellington and Blücher, of concentrating different forces in time and space, dissolves for air forces since they can concentrate in purpose without needing to unite in location. The fluidity of coalition air operations adds to airpower’s usefulness to democratic states.

Put simply, airpower concurs with American ideas. It supports collective response and independent strength. It substitutes technology for human risk—and takes the initiative. The full potential of airpower can be realized by armed forces that systematically accept and apply the Western values of free expression, competing ideas, and individual liberty. No regime opposed to those values has met Western standards for exploiting the potential of airpower to date. Indeed, the institutional dissonance between authoritarian regimes and effective doctrines for air employment indicate that these impediments are unlikely to vanish. Authoritarian regimes are unlikely to choose more effective airpower at the cost of less control.

The Strategic Differential

The priorities and methods of totalitarian states clearly tend to curb air forces so they exclusively serve the aims of ruling elites. In symmetrical conflict, states that hoard airpower to preserve its potential for terror are likely to see that power wither, while air forces that are utilized to shield the citizenry are likely to gain advantage if they are reasonably well equipped and led. States that do not trust their air leaders are likely to employ air forces to suit the desires of their power elites, with little understanding of capabilities, limitations, or opportunities that expert advice would disclose. Consequently, they fail to harness the combination of respon-
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siveness, initiative, and combat power that liberal states expect their air forces to provide.

The most prized military trait of airpower, flexibility, stems from individual performance, trustworthiness, and initiative.

The modern manned aircraft embodies this value differential in miniature. Contemporary multirole aircraft can be armed with a selection of specialized weapons (each of which requires expert planning for optimum results), can range over hundreds of miles at speeds in hundreds of miles an hour, and can perform an array of tasks. Commands composed of many aircraft and crews with good leadership, intelligence, and communications accumulate higher-level skills and military potential. It is the human element in aircrews and air organizations that repressive regimes cannot afford to trust. The most prized military trait of airpower, flexibility, stems from individual performance, trustworthiness, and initiative. The fact that Hitler, Khomeini, and Saddam Hussein increasingly relied on unmanned weapons is striking.

Air forces have proven most capable when employed by liberal democratic states. Liberal democracies have a distinct asymmetric advantage in maintaining air forces to serve their national security needs. Indeed, the opportunities airpower can provide which suit democratic value systems are increasing. For example, stealth and precision weapons offer an extended form of deterrence that could forestall aggression by those who might not fear nuclear deterrence, as Paul Nitze has pointed out. Similarly, Tony Mason has pointed out the collective security opportunities available in an “era of differential airpower.”

However, while this potential advantage is inherent in democratic political culture, there is no guarantee that democratic states will exploit their leverage. They may marginalize or even discard this advantage unwittingly. Just as creating an air force and investing in airpower are military policy choices, the arrangements for obtaining expert advice, planning, and direction are dictated by defense policy, which may or may not make the critical distinctions necessary to the optimum use of any specialized form of combat power.

As belts tighten in the world’s democracies, defense staffs tend to equalize dissatisfaction and seek compromise in the name of “jointness” (or, as some allies term it, “jointery”) rather than pursue excellence in the specialized fields of airpower, sea power, and land power. In this atmosphere, compromise can repress expertise and initiative, promoting a form of conformity. Uncritical devotion to harmony and compromise could impose the fetters of an imposed and excessive political reliability on any branch of armed forces. This is not to say that jointness is harmful to military capability (the reverse should be true, as we saw in World War II), but confused ideas of jointness could curtail effectiveness. A clear conception of jointness has become a strategic necessity.

To the extent that defense staffs avoid the temptation to arrive at comfortable compromises and instead refine specific military capabilities (provided by elementally different forms of armed forces), contemporary defense restructurings could actually lead to leaner, more modern, and more affordable armed forces. Yet, as Eliot Cohen has so sagaciously pointed out, we need to think clearly about our real military strengths. Democratic strategists, policymakers, and citizens should appreciate how their values and freedoms provide a favorable climate for airpower, which in turn shields those who nurture it. Airpower thrives in the salubrious air that liberal democracy provides. It is in the interest of democratic states to fully appreciate all of the benefits their societies provide, including unique defense advantages. Policy makers can do even more, nurturing the contemporary synergy of culture and power that is in their trust.
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